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The book includes 6 short stories written by Chinese novelist Lu Yao. One of the stories, Nezha, has been adapted for a 2014 film
with the same title. The story centers on two high school classmates, Li and Wang, who developed a short period of friendship and
spent the summer together before heading to different directions of future life.
Traditional Chinese edition of Horrible Hair. Lion is having a bad hair day. He absolutely needs to look his best for the riverboat
party. But all his friends are all busy getting ready; no one can help him at this critical time. What's Lion to do? A funny and clever
picture book children will surely enjoy. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
??????:?????????,????????????,?????????,????,???,?????,?????,????,??UML??????,????,????????
????:????
A mother gets a charm from a temple to protect her little boy. The boy carries the charm wherever he goes and he is safe all the
time because of the charm.
How can math magic surprise an audience? What is the personality of decimals and fractions? What is the best order to teach
integer operations? What is the fence law ? Can we have two cosine laws? How can two words help us study trigonometry? What
function equals its inverse? These and many more topics are thoroughly explored in this book. Follow Dr. C as he takes you on a
journey filled with unique cases and entertaining stories. Each of the 100 sections focuses on a different topic and introduces
readers to an entirely new way of learning smart mathematics. This book represents the author's life-long teaching experience in
three countries through which he developed his trademark style of conveying complex concepts with ease. The book is written in
two parts and closely follows math curriculum widely used in the US and Canada. Part 1 covers material from grade 1 to 8. Part 2
is developed for high school and up. Teachers teaching any grade can find it a useful tool while students will appreciate its lighthearted but insightful delivery as a reference.
Traditional Chinese edition of Le garcon sans ombre [The boy without a shadow]. Philip was irritated by his shadow and wants to
get rid of it. But one day, he found a little bird injured when it fell to the ground. He wanted to shield it from the hot sun, but couldn't
find a shadow to do it. The story teaches children to think of the merits of everything. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books,
Inc.
Chinese edition of Noel de Rita et Machin [Christmas with Rita and Whatsit], a Rita and Whatsit series. Rita and Whatsit, the dog,
are busy with preparing for Christmas. This book for young children expresses vividly their excitement and their wide-eyed
anticipation for Santa. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
????????????????????????,????????????,????????????,??????????????
This is a 32-page picture book in English/Chinese bilingual parallel text; the first of 10 series volumes. The story is about Sophia and Alex and
their first day at preschool.
Traditional Chinese edition of 'Footprints in the Snow: The Autobiography of a Chinese Buddhist Monk' by Master Chan Sheng yen. Although
the Chan Buddhism mostly concentrates in the East, Master Chan Sheng Yen's reach is global with his charity work. His Holiness Dalai Lama
praised, ..". my immediate and very profound feeling is that I am listening to words of wisdom from someone who is very experienced and a
great practitioner.
????????????“??????”????????????????,??????????????
??????????????????,?????????????????????????,??,????,?????????????????,???????......
English Chinese Bilingual children's book. Perfect for kids studying Chinese or English as their second language and includes educational
message as well. Follow along as little bunny Jimmy and his brothers learn their lesson in this picture book. They learn to work together,
clean up their room, and organize their toys. Once they finish, they finally have room for more fun and understand how important it is to keep
their room clean.
??????,????:?????????????????,?????????,????????,????????.
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???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????…… ??????????99??????????????????????????? ???? Jet
Lee?Jet Lee?????????? ??????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????Jet Lee?Jet Lee?????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Christopher
Stevenson??????????????Credit Union Executives Society? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????J.
D.???J. D. Roth??????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Burton G.
Malkiel??????????A Random Walk Down Wall Street???
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Seth Godin?????????????????Thi
is Marketing??? ????????????????????Fortune???
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????San Francisco
Chronicle? ?……?????????????????????????????????Lifehacker?
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Economic Times?
?……???????????????????????????????????????????Business Insider? ???? ? ???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????33??35?????????????Airstream
RV???????????????????????????????????????????????????Steve Adcock? ???2010?????????25??????????????????
????????28,000?????????????????????????155,000??????????????Claire Peacock? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????4,000?????8,000??????4,500??????????900???????????????????????Reen
a Bhansali? ??????????????????40,000???????????????????1,000??????????????????????????????????????????????
2??????20???????????????Sean Wilkins? ??25???85,000????????3,000?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????28????50,000???????????????????????????????????????Allison Reynolds?
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